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1. Introduction

Ectopic pregnancy is a common life-threatening emergency in the developing world and its frequency is still high. Ectopic pregnancy is the commonest cause of maternal morbidity and mortality in the first trimester of pregnancy (Airede & Ekele 2005, Grimes 1994, Okunlola et al 2006). Complications of early pregnancy are common clinical conditions that often require emergency care. The patient may or may not be aware that she is pregnant at the time of evaluation at the emergency department (Complications of pregnancy, 2007). Diagnosis is frequently missed and should be considered in any woman in the reproductive age group presenting with abdominal pain or vaginal bleeding especially when combined with an episode of collapse or syncope. Ectopic pregnancy is a complication of pregnancy in which the products of conception develop outside the uterine cavity. With rare exceptions, ectopic pregnancies are not viable. By far the commonest site is the fallopian tube (Hanretty, 2004). It is a tragedy of reproduction and a form of reproductive failure in the index pregnancy of affected women. Such women have a 7-15% chance of recurrence and only 40-60% chance of conceiving after surgery (Aboyeji et al, 2002). Ectopic pregnancy remains a major gynaecological problem in contemporary gynaecological practice. Not only do women die from this disease but also of greater clinical importance is the indirect morbidity of poor fertility prognosis and adverse outcome in subsequent pregnancies (Musa et al, 2009). Ectopic pregnancy may not necessarily be managed by a gynaecologist especially in hospitals in rural settings where there are no specialist doctors or if present are limited in number. In such district hospitals, general practitioners with surgical and gynaecological skills manage them in low-income countries where most patients present late as emergencies. Gynaecological emergencies form a large proportion of the workload of a gynaecologist. Gynaecological emergencies, diagnosis, and treatment have progressed in the light of evidence-based medicine combined with a good clinical assessment. This allows for appropriate management. Any primary health care doctor should be prepared to encounter and to handle gynaecological emergencies in patients even those in critical ill states. Ectopic pregnancy is a condition that occurs in all races, in all countries and in any socio-economic class of women during the reproductive years. It is a life threatening surgical gynaecological emergency in our environment (Nwagha et al 2007, Adesiyun et al 2001). Whilst there are many conditions that may lead to an emergency presentation, there are four emergencies, which account for the great majority. These are spontaneous abortion, pelvis sepsis
including Bartholin’s abscess, ectopic pregnancy, and accidents to an ovarian cyst. These common conditions should be at the forefront of the doctors’ mind when asked to see a patient presenting as a gynaecological emergency whether she is referred by her general practitioner or presents herself to the casualty department. It is only when these diagnosis have been excluded should one consider alternative less common gynaecological emergencies.

Ectopic pregnancy presents a major health problem for women of childbearing age. If not treated vigorously and early enough, it may be fatal. It is of immense concern to reproductive health and it is associated with significant maternal morbidity and mortality and is fatal to the embryo. The future reproductive potential of the woman after an ectopic pregnancy is compromised. Ectopic pregnancy accounts for 73% of early pregnancy mortalities. Ectopic pregnancy is derived from the Greek word ‘Ekpos’ meaning out of place and it refers to implantation of a fertilised egg in a location outside of the uterine cavity. In many parts of the world, there has been a dramatic increase in the incidence over recent decades with studies showing at least a doubling of the rate (Rajkhowa et al, 2000). Ectopic pregnancy is one of the most critical and life threatening emergencies in gynaecological practice (Olawale, 1994). It is also known as extra uterine pregnancy.

Sites where an ectopic pregnancy can occur are the fallopian tube which is the commonest site, ovary, cervix, and the abdomen. When it occurs in the fallopian tube, it is known as tubal pregnancy. Implantation can occur at any point along the tube, although the ampulla is the commonest site. The isthmus is the next in frequency and the interstitial portion least common. While interstitial pregnancies represent a small fraction of ectopic gestations, they are especially feared due to their devastating outcomes (Fisch et al, 1998). Ectopic pregnancies that involves implantation in the cervix, the interstitial portion of the fallopian tube, the ovary, the abdomen or a scar from a caesarean section account for less than 10% of all ectopic pregnancies. These unusual ectopic pregnancies are difficult to diagnose and are associated with high morbidity (Barnhart, 2009). The risk of reoccurrence of ectopic pregnancy is approximately 10% among women with 1 previous ectopic pregnancy and at least 25% among women with 2 or more previous ectopic pregnancies. Women in whom the affected fallopian tube has been removed are at increased risk for ectopic pregnancy in the remaining tube. Case series have suggested that approximately 60% of women who receive a diagnosis of an ectopic pregnancy are subsequently able to have an intrauterine pregnancy (Barnhart, 2009). Ipsilateral ectopic pregnancy occurs rarely and may be difficult to diagnose in low resource settings where there are no diagnostic tools. Few cases have been reported (Faleyimu, 2008). When the ectopic pregnancy is located in the abdomen, it is known as abdominal pregnancy. Patient with ectopic pregnancies are widely reported to be of low parity (Onwuhufua et al, 2001, Abdul, 1999, Baffoe & Nkyekyer, 1991). In a study in Benin city, Nigeria, majority of the patients with ectopic pregnancies were nulliparous and in their mid twenties (Gharoro & Igbafe, 2002). It remains a major challenge to the reproductive performance of women worldwide. The abnormally implanted gestation grows and draws its blood supply from the site of abnormal implantation. As the gestation enlarges, it creates the potential for organ rupture because only the uterine cavity is designed to expand and accommodate foetal development. Ectopic pregnancy can lead to massive haemorrhage, infertility, or death. Of all ectopic pregnancies, 97% occur in the fallopian tube. Of all tubal pregnancies, 55% are at the ampulla, 25% at the isthmus, and 17% at the fimbria (Complications of pregnancy, 2007). In rare cases of ectopic pregnancy, there may be two fertilized eggs one outside the uterus and the other inside. This is called heterotopic
pregnancy. Often the intrauterine pregnancy is discovered later than the ectopic pregnancy mainly because of the painful emergency nature of the ectopic pregnancies. The ectopic pregnancies are normally discovered and removed early in the pregnancy. Naturally occurring heterotopic pregnancy is rare (Odewale & Afolabi, 2008). Heterotopic pregnancy is on the increase because of increasing incidence of ectopic pregnancy. Heterotopic pregnancy is associated with a high maternal morbidity and foetal loss. This is probably due to delayed diagnosis resulting from confusing clinical features especially when diagnostic facilities are not available.

The importance of ectopic pregnancy in our environment is peculiar because rather than join the global trend of early diagnosis and conservative approach in management, we are challenged by late presentations with rupture in more than 80% in most cases (Igbarese et al, 2005). We are also challenged by poor diagnostic tools, limited capacity to handle emergencies and consequent burden of increased maternal morbidity and mortality and consequent reproductive failure (Udigwe et al, 2010).

The ectopic pregnancy may be ruptured or unruptured at the time of diagnosis. The unruptured variety may be intact or the slowly leaking type. The rupture can occur early in the gestation and a delay in diagnosis, potentially limits conservative treatment option (Fylstra, 2002).

Cervical ectopic pregnancy is the implantation of a pregnancy in the endocervical canal (Leeman & Wendland, 2000). Interstitial pregnancies represent a small fraction of ectopic gestations; they are especially feared due to their often devastating outcomes. The standard treatment for interstitial pregnancies have been laparotomy and cornual resection with hysterectomy required in many cases in order to control bleeding (Fisch et al, 1998). Interstitial implantation is rare but very dangerous because it ends in rupture of the uterine muscle.

Ipsilateral ectopic pregnancy occurs rarely and may be difficult to diagnose in low resource settings where there are no diagnostic tools (Bode-Law et al, 2008). Bode-law et al reported an ipsilateral ectopic pregnancy ectopic pregnancy occurring in the stump of a previous ectopic site.

Heterotopic pregnancy is the simultaneous occurrence of an ectopic pregnancy with an intrauterine pregnancy. Assisted fertilization is a major risk factor for heterotopic pregnancy. Its presentation is similar to ectopic pregnancy with simultaneous evidence of an intrauterine pregnancy. Laparotomy is preformed to selectively remove the ectopic pregnancy. The intrauterine pregnancy survives to delivery in 66% of cases after treatment of the ectopic pregnancy (Wagner & Promes, 2007). Maternal deaths may occur and morbidity rates are high usually resulting from complications such as haemoperitoneum and peritonitis due to rupture of the extra uterine pregnancy site (Abedi et al, 2010). In 2008, Odewale and Afolabi in Nigeria published a report of heterotopic pregnancy, an ectopic pregnancy at the ampullary portion of the right fallopian tube and co-existent intrauterine pregnancy, which spontaneously aborted on the 10th postoperative day. Abasiattai et al reported a case of spontaneous heterotopic pregnancy with tubal rupture and delivery of a live baby at term (Abasiattai et al, 2010).

The implantation of a pregnancy within the scar of a previous caesarean delivery is the rarest form of ectopic pregnancy. Ibekwe in 2004 reported a case of ruptured ectopic pregnancy presenting as uterine rupture at 23 weeks. Mutihir and Nyango in 2010 reported a 34-year-old nullipara managed for ruptured ectopic pregnancy from endometriosis. This work was carried out at a general hospital located in a rural setting in northern Nigeria.
2. Incidence of ectopic pregnancy

There have been different hospital based studies in Nigeria and other developing countries on ectopic pregnancy. The incidence of ectopic pregnancy varies from country to country and within the same country, it varies from one community to another. In Nigeria, there are several private hospitals owned by individuals where patients can seek for medical treatment. Most Nigerian studies on ectopic pregnancies were carried out in the government owned hospitals; hence, this may not give a true picture of the incidence, as those in the private hospitals are not included. Also, some women may have died at home, as many people seek medical care late in Nigeria.

Some of these ectopic pregnancies may be terminated spontaneously before they give rise to notable clinical symptoms. There is currently an increased incidence of ectopic pregnancy globally. This incidence may be related to a higher incidence of tubal disease notably salpingitis. Other reasons for the rising incidence of ectopic pregnancy are adequate treatment for pelvic inflammatory disease, which in the past rendered women sterile. The use of intrauterine contraceptive device, increase in surgical procedures for tubal disease and improved diagnostic technique. The increase in the incidence of ectopic pregnancy is also associated with advances in assisted reproductive technology, tubal surgeries, and sterilizations and earlier diagnosis with more sensitive methods of cases that otherwise could have resolved without causing any symptoms (Arup et al, 2007). There is evidence that the overall incidence of ectopic pregnancy has been rising in many countries depending on the prevalence of risk factors and the methods of diagnosis available while the case fatality have been decreasing (Jurkovic, 2007, Morcau et al, 1995, Thonneau et al, 2002).

Ectopic pregnancy is a global problem and has shown a rising incidence during the last three decades the world over (Arup et al, 2007). The incidence of recurrent ectopic pregnancy is approximately 15 % and this rises to 30 % following two previous ectopic pregnancies (Tulandi, 1988). A figure of 1 in 4000 to 7000 pregnancies is currently quoted for heterotopic gestation (Jurkovic, 2007). The incidence of a simple ectopic gestation varies from 1 in 300 pregnancies in Europe to as high as 1 in 20 to 50 pregnancies in Africa and West Indies (Piam & Otubu, 2006). Only a few reports of heterotopic pregnancy are reported (Aliyu et al, 2008, DeVoe & Pratt, 1998). The once extremely rare condition of heterotopic pregnancy is now more common with the advent of in vitro fertilization and embryo transfer. It is 1-3 % of all pregnancies and 10-15% of all ectopic pregnancies following in vitro fertilization and embryo transfer (Aliyu et al, 2008).

Ectopic pregnancy occurs approximately in 1.5 to 2.0 of pregnancies and is potentially life threatening (Barnhart, 2009). Despite the continued increase in the incidence of ectopic pregnancy, the rate of death from ectopic pregnancy has declined in developed countries primarily because of earlier diagnosis before tubal rupture. The incidence of ectopic pregnancy depends on the population studied and ranges from 1 % in rural general practice to 13 % in urban emergency department (Kaplan et al, 1996, Erondu et al, 2010).

The incidence of ectopic pregnancy in western countries has generally shown a rising trend with a decreased mortality mainly because of availability of modern diagnostic methods, which makes early diagnosis before tubal rupture, occurs in over 70 % of cases (Rajkhowa et al, 2000). The incidence of ectopic pregnancy was found to be 2.0 % in France (Coste et al, 1994), 2.8 % in Finland (Markinen, 1993) and 2.2 % in the United States (CDC, 1992). Another study over an 18-year period in America reported a rising incidence from 0.45 % to 1.68 % (Ory, 1992). It was reported to 1.24% in England (Rajkhowa et al, 2000). In most of Europe
and North America, the incidence of ectopic pregnancy is estimated at 2 % of livebirths (Moore et al, 2000). A study in Norway found out that the incidence of ectopic pregnancy in that country increased from 1.4% to 2.2% of livebirths between 1976 and 1993 (Bergsjo et al, 1990). In England and Wales, the incidence of ectopic pregnancy increased by five times between 1966 and 1996 from 0.3% to 1.6% of livebirths (Rajkhowa et al, 2000). The incidence also increased from 1.9 % to 2.3 % of livebirths between 1981 and 1991 in the United States (Berg, 1999). In another study conducted in the United States, the annual incidence of ectopic pregnancy increased from 0.37 % of pregnancies in 1948 to 1.97 in 1992 (Lipscomb et al, 2000). At the Royal Commission Medical Centre, Yanbe Industrial city in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia the incidence between 2005 to 2008 was found to be 1 in 171 deliveries that is 0.58 % (Aziz et al, 2011). In India, the incidence of ectopic pregnancy is 1 in 161 (0.6%) deliveries (Arup et al, 2007).

In recent decades majority of methodological limitations in various African published literature make it impossible to draw formal conclusions concerning the incidence of ectopic pregnancy in Africa (Goyaux et al, 2003). In African developing countries, a majority of hospital-based studies have reported ectopic pregnancy case fatality rates of around 1-3 %, ten times higher than that reported in industrialised countries (Goyaux et al, 2003). Late presentation to a health facility, late diagnosis leading in almost all cases to majority of complications and emergency surgical treatment are the key factors accounting for such high fatality rates in women suffering from ectopic pregnancy in Africa. The incidence of ectopic pregnancy was found to be 0.79% in Yaoundé, Cameroun (Leke et al, 2004). This value may be considered a minimum due to probably underestimation. Nevertheless, this rate is lower than currently observed in industrialised countries. Late diagnosis, low percentage of conservative treatment and subsequent maternal deaths are important findings that should encourage African gynaecologists to promote ectopic pregnancy prevention programs and to improve the care given to women with ectopic prevention. The case fatality rate of ectopic pregnancy in Ghana was found to be 27.9/ 1000 (Baffoe & Nkyekyer, 1999). A study conducted in 1992 and 1993 at the Umtata General Hospital in Transkei, South Africa reported an ectopic incidence of 1.1% (Amoko et al, 1995). Between 1993 to 1995, the hospital based ectopic pregnancy incidence at Nosy Be Hospital, Madagascar was 2.9 % (Ratinahirana et al, 1997). It was 4 % at the gynaecology and obstetrics clinic of the national teaching hospital in Cotonou republic of Benin (Perrin et al, 1997). In Gabon University Medical Centre, Libreville it doubled between 1977 and 1989 from 1 % to 2.3 % (Picaud et al, 1990). At Yaoundé University Teaching Hospital, Cameroon, the incidence of ectopic pregnancy increased from 0.9% to 1.7 % between 1984 and 1992 (Kouam et al, 1996). The incidence of ectopic pregnancy increased in two maternities in Conakry at the Donka and Ignace Dean University Hospital, Guinea from 0.41 % to 1.5 % from 1995-1999 (Thoneau et al, 2002).

In Nigeria, an incidence of 1:287 deliveries or 0.35 % (Egwuatu & Ozumba, 1987) and 1:43 deliveries or 2.31 % (Oronsange & Odiase, 1984) were reported from two institutions. These incidences may probably be an underestimation as many cases are managed in private hospitals and are not reported. A study by Oloyede et al in Sagamu, Nigeria over a 12-year review reported an incidence by 3.1% or 1 in 32 of all births (Oloyede et al, 2002). Ectopic pregnancy is an important cause of maternal death in Nigeria and in other developing countries. In Lagos, Nigeria, ectopic pregnancy was found to be responsible for 8.6 % of maternal deaths and had a case fatality rate of 3.7%. An incidence of 23.1 / 1000 deliveries was reported and ectopic pregnancy was found to be responsible for 48.5% of
gynaecological emergencies (Anorlu et al, 2005). In another study in the same Lagos, Nigeria, it was responsible for 30% of emergency gynaecological admissions with a case fatality rate of 3.7% (Abudu, 1999). It was also found to be responsible for 8.6% of maternal deaths in Lagos, Nigeria (Abudu & Olatunji, 1996). Data obtained from various studies from different parts of Nigeria, showed that the perceived lower prevalence of chronic pelvic inflammation in the northern part of Nigeria might explain the comparatively lower incidence of ruptured tubal pregnancy (Essel et al, 1980). The incidence of ectopic pregnancy in two cities in northern Nigeria is 18.1 / 1000 deliveries in Sokoto (Airede & Ekele, 2005) and 1.14% in Zaria (Adesiyun et al, 2001). It is 1.7% in Jos (Olarewaju et al, 1994) and 1.68% in Benin City, Nigeria (Gharoro & Igbafe, 2002). A previous study on ectopic pregnancy done at Benin City, Nigeria revealed an incidence of 3.5% of the total hospital births. In Markudi, Nigeria, ruptured tubal pregnancy of 0.87% accounted for foetal births and 94.6% of all ectopic pregnancies. There is a rising trend in the incidence of ruptured tubal pregnancy from 0.65% in 2004 to 1.09% in 2006 (Jogo & Swende, 2008). At the Nnamdi Azikiwe Teaching Hospital in southern Nigeria, ectopic pregnancy was responsible for 6.5% of gynaecological admissions with an incidence of 1.3% (Udigwe et al, 2010), 3.30 per 100 deliveries in Calabar (Ekanem et al, 2009). It increased from 0.4% to 1.7% between 1977 to 1987 at the Obafemi Awolowo University Teaching Hospital, Ile-Ife (Makinde & Ogunnniyi, 1990). While it decreased at the University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital, Enugu between 1978 to 1981 to 0.53% to 0.21% of deliveries (Egwuatu & Ozumba, 1987). These observations suggest that the incidence of ectopic pregnancy in developing countries especially on the African continent has probably increased in recent decades (Thoneau et al, 2002).

3. Risk factors

Multiple factors contribute to the relative risk of ectopic pregnancy although some patients may not have any risk factor yet developed ectopic pregnancy. In theory, any thing that hampers or delays the migration of the embryo to the endometrial cavity could predispose women to ectopic pregnancy. Age, marital status, and parity have been found not to be significant risk factors for ectopic pregnancy (Anorlu et al, 2005). The reported aetiological factors for ectopic pregnancy include pelvic inflammatory disease, post abortal sepsis, postpartum sepsis, previous ectopic pregnancy, reversal of previous tubal sterilization, tubal spasm, long defects of the fallopian tubes and psychological and emotional factors (Doyle et al, 1991).

Pelvic inflammatory disease: Pelvic inflammatory disease from inappropriate obstetric care or from unsafe abortion is a risk factor for ectopic pregnancy (Onwuahua et al, 2001). These infection causes distortion in the genital tract and the fallopian tube in particular. Unsafe abortion leads to post abortal sepsis. Induced abortion and sexually transmitted disease increases the risk four fold and nine-fold respectively (Anorlu et al, 2005). Also, multiple sexual partners predispose the patient to acquiring sexually transmitted disease. Pelvic inflammatory disease is a major risk factor for developing ectopic pregnancy in Nigeria (Olarewaju, 1994, Egwuatu & Ozumba, 1987). Induced abortion as a significant risk factor for ectopic pregnancy was not observed in studies from countries where abortion is legalised (Atrash et al, 1997). This is because qualified medical personnel carry it out under aseptically clean environment with sterile instruments. Biologically the adolescent is particularly at risk of sexually transmitted disease because the columnar epithelium, which is susceptible to Chlamydia and gonococci organism extends from the endocervical canal to
the ectocervix making it fully exposed to pathogens. Adolescents also lack immunity to certain pathogens. Early sexual debut may also lead to adolescent pregnancy which is often unwanted and which usually end up with induced abortion in unsafe places and in the hands of quacks. Late age of sexual debut on the other hand, significantly reduces the risk of ectopic pregnancy (Anorlu et al, 2005). In a study in France by Coste J et al, found that *Chlamydia trachomatis* seropositively appeared to be an important risk factor in the development of ectopic pregnancy. Pelvic inflammatory disease is a risk factor for ectopic pregnancy especially salpingitis. A case control study conducted showed that the risk of ectopic pregnancy was showed that the risk of ectopic pregnancy was increased four fold with induction of ovulation (Fernandez et al, 1991).

**Assisted conception:** Ectopic pregnancy is one of the recognised complications of in-vitro fertilization and embryo transfer (Okohue et al, 2010). Ectopic pregnancy can present following an in vitro fertilization procedures. A high index of suspicion is necessary even in cases with previous bilateral salpingectomies or easy embryo transfer.

**Intrauterine contraceptive device (IUCD):** The use of intrauterine contraceptive device increases the risk of developing an ectopic pregnancy almost four fold (Anorlu et al, 2005).

**Previous history of ectopic pregnancy:** Previous history of an ectopic pregnancy increases the risk for another ectopic pregnancy. The risk of recurrent ectopic pregnancy is 12-18 % (Jurkovic, 2007). Every woman with a previous ectopic pregnancy would be at a high risk of recurrence of another ectopic pregnancy. This should be excluded when a patient with a previous ectopic pregnancy presents in early pregnancy.

**Tubal surgery:** Scarring following tubal surgery causes anatomical abnormalities of the fallopian tube, which presents abnormal embryo transport increase the risk of ectopic pregnancy (Doyle et al, 1991).

**Previous caesarean delivery:** There has not been any evidence of increased risk of ectopic pregnancy related to previous caesarean section (Kendrick et al, 1996). However, there are reports of ectopic pregnancies implanting on previous caesarean section scars. Endometrial and myometrial disruptions or scaring can predispose to abdominal pregnancy implantation (Fylstra, 2002).

### 4. Research methodology

#### 4.1 Study design

This is a prospective study carried out at General Hospital Aliero, Kebbi State, Nigeria from February 2006 to January 2007. General Hospital Aliero is a general hospital and a secondary health facility that was upgraded from a primary health centre. At the time of the study, the three doctors at the hospital were general practitioners with no specialist training in obstetrics and gynaecology. The hospital manages patients with various illnesses and cases requiring specialist care are referred to the nearest tertiary health facility. The hospital does not have a gynaecological ward therefore patients with gynaecological problems are admitted into the female medical ward and those who had surgeries are admitted into the female surgical ward. The hospital is a general hospital, which does not have an active gynaecological unit as the patients are being managed by general practitioners posted to the hospital.

#### 4.2 Study area

General hospital Aliero is located in Kebbi State of Nigeria. The capital of Kebbi State is Birnin Kebbi. The state was formed from part of the former Sokoto State in 1991. Kebbi State
is bordered by Sokoto State, Niger State, Dosso region in the Republic of Niger and the Nation of Benin. Kebbi state is traditionally considered to belong to the Banza Bakwai States of Hausa land. Kebbi State has the slogan ‘Land of Equity’. At the time of the study, General Hospital Aliero is located in Aliero, which is the capital of Aliero Local Government Area. The study was conducted during the author’s National Youth Service Corps at Kebbi State, Nigeria. National Youth Service Corps is a one-year compulsory posting of Nigerian graduates outside the area of there abode within the country to serve their fatherland for one year.

4.3 Study population
All patients managed for ectopic pregnancy during the study period were included in this study. The patients were admitted through the casualty department as they all presented as emergencies. Once a patient is diagnosed with ectopic pregnancy, blood sample was sent to the laboratory for haemoglobin estimation and whole blood is grouped and cross-matched against the patients’ serum as blood products are not available at the centre. The patient is counselled for surgery and informed consent obtained. At presentation, a brief history was obtained and physical examination carried out for pallor, jaundice, cyanosis and any form of bleeding and pain. History of any previous ectopic pregnancy and tubal and pelvic infections are obtained. Including any previous treatment for pelvic inflammatory disease. Urinalysis is done and venous intravenous access established.

5. Results
During the period of study, 13 patients were managed for ectopic pregnancy making 8.23 % of gynaecological emergencies at the hospital. One hundred and fifty eight patients were managed for various gynaecological emergencies during the study period. The other gynaecological emergencies are spontaneous abortion, ovarian cyst, hydantidiform mole, and uterine fibroid. All the patients had a history of collapse at home before presenting in hospital. The age of patients ranged from 20 to 42 years with a mean of 25.12 years. All the patients were married and were accompanied by there spouses and family members to the hospital. Ten of the patients were nullipara, one primipara, and two Para three. All patients in the study have never been treated for pelvic inflammatory disease and none of them have used any form of contraception. Most of the women in the community prefer to have their babies at home with the assistance of a traditional birth attendant also known as traditional midwife. Some of these traditional birth attendants and traditional midwives have received some form of training. Therefore, it is difficult to calculate the incidence as per the number of deliveries.

Twelve patients presented with ruptured ectopic pregnancy. Only one patient had an unruptured ectopic pregnancy. All the patients had emergency exploratory laparotomy, as laparoscopic services are not available at the centre at the time of the study. Also, methotrexate was not available at the centre at the time of the study. The patients had an uneventful postoperative period and were discharged home with an advise to complete there course of antibiotics, analgesics, and haematinics. The twelve patients that presented with ruptured ectopic pregnancy received whole blood intra-operatively as blood products are not available at the centre. Findings at laparatomy were right fallopian tube ectopic pregnancy in eleven patients and two patients had left ampullary ectopic pregnancy. Salpingectomy was done for all the patients. There was no history of previous ectopic pregnancy in the patients. The patients’ were followed up until after discharge from hospital.
6. Clinical manifestations

There is no pelvic condition that gives rise to more diagnostic errors than ectopic pregnancy. There are no specific signs and symptoms that are pathognomonic but a condition of findings may be suggestive of an ectopic pregnancy. Therefore, there should be high index of suspicion all the time when symptoms of early pregnancy are followed by irregular vaginal bleeding, lower abdominal pain, tenderness, fainting attack, shoulder tip pain, signs and symptoms of massive blood loss and diarrhoea and vomiting. The signs and symptoms depend on the amount and pattern of bleeding. In slowly leaking ectopic pregnancy, the bleeding occurs slowly. A delayed period is followed by spotting to continuous bleeding and unilateral pelvic pain with an adnexal mass. Rupture is signalled by hypotension, marked tenderness and severe pain radiating to the shoulder. A ruptured ectopic pregnancy typically presents with abdominal pain and can be in hypovolaemic shock. Some patients may have a paradoxical bradycardia despite a large amount of blood loss. Syncope or collapse is also common. An unruptured ectopic pregnancy presents with abdominal pain with or without vagina bleeding (Wagner & Promes, 2007).

The clinical presentation of ectopic pregnancy depends on whether it has ruptured or not. Ruptured ectopic pregnancy presents usually from 6 to 12 weeks of pregnancy. Ruptured ectopic pregnancy can lead to massive haemorrhage and death. The presentation is variable. The combination of pain, vagina bleeding, and shock is the classical presentation of ruptured ectopic pregnancy. Some patients may have syncope attacks while others may just have a sudden excruciating abdominal pain. This may be associated with severe cardiovascular compromise.

Patients usually present with the ruptured variety with attendant peritoneal flooding and its clinical consequence unlike the situation in the developed countries where up to 75 % are unruptured (Kouam et al, 1996, Morcau et al, 1995). This is because they present early to a health facility. Ectopic pregnancy has a protean manifestation (Ilesanmi & Shobowale, 1992).

The delayed diagnosis of ruptured ectopic pregnancy is an important cause of death in women (Fowler, 2006). A dilemma may arise when there is a properly and reliable diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy with a live foetus. Nevertheless, the magnitude of complications of ruptured ectopic gestation is enormous. Delaying the patient of a reliable diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy to a time of rupture or imminent rupture in order to justify not tampering with life may be considered unethical and illegal (Dickens at al, 2003).

**Abdominal pain:** Patients with ectopic pregnancy may have abdominal pain. This may be sharp or sudden tearing pain in the patient with ruptured ectopic pregnancy. It may start in any of the flanks or iliac fossa depending on the affected fallopian tube if the ectopic pregnancy is implanted in the fallopian tube. This gradually moves towards the umbilical region and becoming generalised. When it is an unruptured ectopic pregnancy, or slowly leaking, the abdominal pain is dull and continuous. Depending on the intensity of the pain, some patients may seek medical attention now. Ectopic pregnancy can lead to massive haemorrhage or death. It mimics virtually every condition that causes acute abdomen in women of the reproductive age group (Kigbu et al, 2006). Abdominal pain is the commonest symptom of ectopic pregnancy. The pain may be present even prior to rupture. When there is a rupture, the pain becomes sudden with each bleeding continuous and extensive intraperitoneal bleeding, the pain becomes generalized because of irritation of the diaphragm by the haemoperitoneum can cause shoulder tip pain. The abdominal pain is caused by distension of the gravid tube, by its efforts to contract and expel the ovum and by irritation of the peritoneum by leakage of blood.
Shoulder tip pain: Some patients present with shoulder tip pain. There is extensive intraperitoneal bleeding with irritation of the diaphragm by the haemoperitoneum causing irritation of the phrenic nerve.

Vagina bleeding: There may be vagina bleeding with passage of decidua cast.

Amenorrhea: This is evidence that the woman is pregnant

Dizziness and weakness: This is due to the ongoing peritoneal haemorrhage.

Nausea and vomiting: This is not specific to ectopic pregnancy. It is due to irritation of the bowel causing negative peristalsis.

Fever: It is not common and is due to irritation of the peritoneum by blood. There may be other concurrent infections and infestations such as malaria in malaria endemic areas.

The classic triad of amenorrhea, irregular vaginal bleeding and abdominal pain is not always present and occurs usually at more advanced gestational age and in patients in whom ectopic pregnancy has ruptured. In unruptured or slowly leaking ectopic pregnancy, the patient may be haemodynamically stable. A stable patient may have ill-defined abdominal pain and amenorrhea. A stable patient with ectopic may suddenly rupture and decompensate. It is because as the gestation enlarges, it creates the potential for organ rupture because only the uterine cavity is designed to expand and accommodate foetal development. The clinical manifestations in slowly leaking ectopic pregnancy are on and off lower abdominal pain, amenorrhea, irregular scanty vaginal bleeding, and with or without spells of dizziness. In unruptered ectopic pregnancy, the clinical manifestations are stable haemodynamic state, lower abdominal pain, amenorrhoea, may be symptomless and diagnosis aided by ancillary diagnostic tests.

7. Clinical findings

Evidence of blood loss: There will be evidence of blood loss. Rapid pulse rate, pallor, and reduced blood level. In severe haemorrhage, there is be hypotension.

Shock / syncope: This is a clinical manifestation of ruptured ectopic pregnancy. Any female in the reproductive age group with a history of collapse without any trauma should be considered to have ectopic pregnancy until proven otherwise. The collapse is due to massive haemorrhage from the rupture with massive haemoperitoneum. The fainting attack is due to blood loss and weakness. The syncope can sometimes coincide with the rupture. The shock is due to hypovolaemic shock due to haemoperitoneum. It is due to circulating failure from reduction in effective circulating blood volume. There will be clinical features of shock such as tachycardia, hypotension, oliguria and occasionally bradycardia, pallor, sweating, confusion, cold, and clammy peripheries. There is inadequate left ventricular preload, significant fall in cardiac output, low central venous pressure and decreased urine output. Further haemorrhage results in decreased cardiac out, sympathetic over activity, further reduction in tissue perfusion, worsening hypoxia, cellular damage, and release of inflammatory cytokines. Decrease in the intravascular blood volume leads to decrease in cardiac output and tissue perfusion. Also, the decrease in intravascular blood volume causes diversion of blood from the skin to maintain organ perfusion giving rise to pale cool skin, hypotension, and tachycardia. Blood is diverted preferentially to the heart and brain. Therefore, thirst, oliguria, tachycardia, and labile blood pressure occurs. Reduced blood flow to the brain and heart results in restlessness, agitated, confusion, hypotension, tachycardia, and tachypnea.
Pelvic examination: It may be difficult to define the uterus because of pain. There is severe cervical tenderness in the presence of pelvic inflammatory disease. The pouch of Douglas is full. There may be identification of a pelvic mass separate from the uterus. 

Haematosalpinx: This is due to accumulation of blood in the fallopian tube. 

Haematocoele: This is due to progressive bleeding with haematoma formation in the pouch of Douglas (Coutrin et al, 2007). 

Haematoperitoneum: Bloody perfusion into the peritoneal cavity secondary to rupture of the fallopian tube and its blood vessels (Coutrin et al, 2007). This is the clinical picture seen most commonly in rural areas.

8. Management of ectopic pregnancy 

In managing ectopic pregnancy, there is the need for a high index of suspicion (Ibekwe, 2004). Investigations must not delay resuscitation. The initial management of the acute patient involves correction of shock with rapid fluid replacement, cross matching of blood, check on the haemoglobin and immediate recourse to laparatomy to stern the source of the haemorrhage (Pitkin et al, 2003).

8.1 Investigations

Haemoglobin estimation: There is a drop in the haemoglobin level. Also, there is a gradual drop if serial haemoglobin estimation is done in ruptured or slowly leaking ectopic pregnancy. The haemoglobin level in an unruptured ectopic pregnancy may not give a clue to the condition.

Pregnancy test: This measures the human chorionic gonadotrophin level. A negative test does not exclude an ectopic pregnancy. Ectopic pregnancy does not produce as much human chorionic gonadotropin as much as intrauterine pregnancy. A pregnancy test is only valuable if it is positive (Coutin et al, 2007).

Ultrasoundography: Diagnostic ultrasound also referred to as sonography is the method of imaging structures inside the body by using high frequency sound waves with no ionizing radiation involved. Ultrasound is safe and non-invasive. In ectopic pregnancy, pelvic ultrasound shows an empty uterus and an ectopic gestation sac with a living embryo if the ectopic pregnancy has not ruptured. There is fluid in the cul-de-sac of the perineum. Real time ultrasound shows foetal heart motion. Real time ultrasonography is of great help in establishing the diagnosis of unruptured ectopic pregnancy. Its primary role lies in documenting a normal intrauterine pregnancy about five to six weeks of gestation. Such a finding essentially excludes the possibility of ectopic pregnancy because the incidence of coexisting ectopic pregnancy and intrauterine pregnancy is about 1 in 30,000 pregnancies. Ultrasound examination may be of secondary importance in supporting a diagnosis of possible ectopic pregnancy by showing an adnexa mass or fluid within the cul-de-sac or both. The ability to identify an adnexa mass as an ectopic pregnancy rather than a large ovarian cyst, hydrosalpinx, tubo-ovarian abscess or other causes of adnexa enlargement varies from centre to centre. Ultrasonography has been found to be promising in the confirmatory diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy (Ikpeze, 1991). Use of ultrasonographic imaging should never preclude adequate resuscitation or definitive surgical therapy in a patient who is haemodynamically unstable and in whom ectopic pregnancy is a highly suspected. The goal of bedside ultrasonography is to diagnose an intrauterine pregnancy as heterotopic pregnancy although rarely still occurs. Bedside ultrasonography should not be
performed if it delays resuscitation or definitive surgical care in an unstable patient. Transvaginal sonography facilities diagnose the location of the gestational sac, age, size, and viability of an ectopic pregnancy even within a uterine scar (Herman et al, 1995). Bedside ultrasonography is the test of choice in unstable patients. Ectopic pregnancy within a previous caesarean section scar is best diagnosed by transvaginal ultrasound. However, a delay in either diagnosis or treatment can lead to uterine rupture, hysterectomy, and significant maternal mortality. As soon as the diagnosis is confined, proper surgical treatment by laparotomy should be arranged. Ultrasound evaluation especially transvaginal scan is invaluable but where there result is equivocal, ancillary tests should be done (Tenore, 2000). The ultrasonographic findings of a ruptured ectopic pregnancy are absence of an intrauterine gestational sac, fluid particularly haemorrhagic in the pelvis or perineum, adnexal masses or haematosalpinx. Transvaginal ultrasound provides improved resolution allowing descriptions of early embryonic development characteristics. Improvement in the identification of the sonographic landmark of normal embryonic development and awareness of the sonographic risk factors of pregnancy failure may lead to more successful management strategies. Diagnosis of suspected ectopic pregnancy often involves an assessment of both hormonal markers and sonographic features (Lucie et al, 2005).

Ultrasound that demonstrates an intrauterine pregnancy is reassuring because heterotopic pregnancy occurs in only 1: 7000 to 1: 30,000 of spontaneously conceived pregnancies (DeVoe & Pratt, 1948). The sonographic appearance of an ectopic pregnancy is varied. There may be simple adnexal cyst, complex adnexal mass, tubal ring, free fluid in the adnexal cul-de-sac, a live extra uterine foetus or an empty uterus with no other sonographic findings (Lucie et al, 2005). A live extra uterine embryo is diagnostic of an ectopic pregnancy. Isolated free fluid in the pelvis is rarely the only sonographic findings. Presence of an adnexal mass and / or free pelvic fluid is strong predictor of an ectopic pregnancy (diagnostic imaging). Where ultrasound is not available and there is still some doubt, two other diagnostic procedures can be used. They are culdocentesis, which is puncture of the pouch of Douglas and abdominis parencentesis.

**Culdocentesis:** This involves aspiration of fluid from the pouch of Douglas through the posterior fornix of the vagina.

**Parencentesis abdominis:** This involves aspiration of non-clotting blood from the abdomen. It is not diagnostic because the needle used for aspiration can go into the inferior vena cava, or rectum. It is technically difficult in the obese patient. The pouch of Douglas may be full. There can be adhesions therefore the needle may not get to the abdomen.

### 8.2 Resuscitation

Volume replacement is done with plasma expanders and preparations for the definitive therapy. In developing countries and low resource settings, colloids are not readily available. In severe anaemia, blood transfusion is commenced before surgery. In ruptured ectopic pregnancy, intravenous access is established with a wide bore cannula and rapid infusion of a plasma expander done if the patient is in shock or in the presence of hypotension. If there is evidence of haemoperitoneum with clinical shock following rupture, there is little room for delay. Blood sample is collected for haemoglobin estimation, grouping, and crossmatching of at least two units of blood. Occasionally a delay in red blood cell transfusion poses a substantial risk to the patient. In these circumstances, transfusion with non-crossmatched type O rhesus negative blood may be necessary. The
disadvantages of using non-cross matched blood include possible transfusion of incompatible blood owing to clinically significant antibodies to blood groups other than ABO.

8.3 Treatment
Ectopic pregnancy can be treated surgically or non-surgically depending if it is ruptured or not and the equipments available at the centre. Due to advances in the diagnostic techniques, it has become possible to identify and manage ectopic pregnancy before they cause clinical symptoms in many developed countries. (Amok & Buga, 1995). This is not so in most developing countries. Subsequent fertility is substantially improved when conservative surgery is utilised instead of salpingectomy. Subsequent intrauterine pregnancy rates have been found to be 76% when conservative surgery is performed and 44% when salpingectomy is performed (Sherman et al, 1982). In patients with adhesive disease in the contra-lateral adnexa and a history of infertility, conservative management of ectopic pregnancy has produced good results with restoration of tubal potency in over 80% in some cases if the ectopic pregnancy has not ruptured (Rajkhowa et al, 2000, Ekele, 2001, Lipscomb et al, 2000). The management of ectopic pregnancy has been improved upon by the use of ultrasound, laparoscopy, and monitoring of the beta subunit of the Human Chorionic Gonadotrophin (Gracia & Barnhan, 2001). Early diagnosis before tubal rupture is important in reducing mortality as well as preserving the potential for future fertility through conservative management (Gazvani, 1996). If not treated vigorously and early enough, ectopic pregnancy may be fatal. Women with ectopic pregnancy continue to present late precluding early diagnosis and use of conservative modalities of management. Morbidity remains high but mortality has declined. Blood bank services and availability of antibiotics are necessary in the management of most gynaecological emergencies. This is a problem in some developing countries and sometimes absent in some hospitals in rural areas. Transportation to an appropriate health facility can be a cause of late presentation.

8.3.1 Surgical therapy
Surgical treatment of ectopic pregnancy can be by laparotomy or minimally invasive surgery that is laparoscopy. Laparotomy involves removing the affected fallopian tube (salpingectomy) or dissecting the ectopic pregnancy with conservation of the fallopian known as salpingostomy. Laparotomy is reserved for patients with extensive intraperitoneal bleeding, intravascular collapse, or poor visualisation of the pelvis at the time of laparoscopy. The decision to perform a salpingostomy or salpingectomy is often made intra-operatively based on the extent of damage to the affected and contra-lateral tubes but it is also dependent on the patient’s history of previous ectopic pregnancy and wish for future fertility, availability of assisted reproductive technology and the skill of the surgeon (Barnhart, 2009). Most gynaecological emergencies that are managed by laparotomy can be treated by laparoscopy and benefit both patient and the health facility (Baumann et al, 1989). Not all cases of ectopic pregnancy can be treated with laparoscopy especially ruptured ectopic pregnancy. The treatment of ectopic pregnancy is influenced by the clinical state of the patient, the site of the ectopic gestation, the reproductive wish of the patient and available facilities and technology. Surgical treatment for ectopic pregnancy is still the norm and gold standard. The surgical procedure may also be radical (salpingectomy) or conservative (linear salpingostomy). In the surgical management of ectopic pregnancy, the
benefits of salpingectomy over salpingostomy are uncertain (Farquhar, 2005). In developed countries, most ectopic pregnancies are diagnosed before rupture and there is room for conservative surgical procedures (Ibekwe, 2004). The emphasis in the management of ectopic pregnancy is on early diagnosis before rupture and conservative surgery. However, in most developing countries especially Nigeria where patients still present late after rupture, salpingectomy remains the operative procedure (Ibekwe, 2004). Salpingectomy, which leads to tubal loss and reduced reproductive potentials is the commonest management option in low resource settings (Eze, 2008). Intrauterine pregnancy rate after salpingectomy is about 45% with a 9% repeat ectopic pregnancy (Eze, 2008). In salpingostomy, tissue handling is minimized to reduce tissue trauma and prevent tubal occlusion or peritubal adhesions. The success of reconstructive tubal surgery for ectopic pregnancy can be only measured in terms of subsequent live births the individual achieves. During the surgical treatment of ectopic pregnancy by both laparotomy and laparoscopy, the state of the contra-lateral tube is noted. The condition of the contra-lateral tube has been reported to play a crucial role in subsequent fertility of patients with ectopic pregnancy (Kjellberg & Lalos, 2000, Tuomivaara & Kauppila, 1988). An ectopic pregnancy with a ruptured or severely damaged tube renders little choice but salpingectomy (Nannie et al., 2003). Salpingostomy is where the ectopic conceptus is removed from the affected tube through a linear incision of the tube overlying the ectopic pregnancy. This incision is not surgically closed and is allowed to heal through secondary intention. This surgical treatment conserves the affected tube (Varma & Gupta, 2008).

8.3.1.1 Ectopic pregnancy in caesarean section scar

Although the expedient and medical management have been reported, termination of a caesarean section scar pregnancy by laparotomy and hysterectomy with repair of the accompanying uterine scar dehiscence may be the best option (Fylstra, 2002).

8.3.2 Laparoscopy

This service is not readily available in developing countries especially those in low resource areas and in underequipped hospitals. Elsewhere in the developed world, minimal access laparoscopic surgery has become the preferred technique unless the woman is haemodynamically unstable (Tulandi & Saleh, 1997). Laparoscopic surgery has brought a lot of revolution in the field of medicine. Its evolution and spread was rapid in developed countries. In the industrialized countries, it is often the first choice intervention when surgery is needed. However, there is still a major gap in the implementation of laparoscopic surgery in under resourced settings often due to restricted availability to access to the equipment and lack of training. Laparoscopic surgery compared to open surgery may offer advantages such as less infections, complications, minimal tissue trauma, faster recovery, and shorter stay in hospital. Its implementation is associated with some constraints such as the surgeons’ skills, the cost of acquisition and maintenance of the laparoscope, need for a trained anaesthetist, the availability of electricity and medical carbon dioxide. Diagnostic and therapeutic laparoscopy has increased over the last decade without increase in maternal and foetal complications. Laparoscopic approach is useful for haemodynamically stable patients. The choice of laparoscopic surgery versus laparotomy
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depends on the clinical experience of the surgeon, equipment availability, and patients’ physical status (Ling & Stovall, 1994). In women desiring fertility, conservative tube sparing surgery has been recommended, as it does not increase the subsequent recurrence of ectopic pregnancy (Arora et al, 2005). Salpingectomy is the procedure of choice if the woman has no desire for future pregnancy. Laparoscopic management of ectopic pregnancy has been demonstrated to be safe and an effective alternative to conventional management by laparotomy. Laparoscopic procedures are associated with less intra-operative blood loss, lower analgesic requirements, shorter hospital stay and a quicker return to normal activities (Qureshi et al, 2006). Experienced operators may be able to manage laparoscopically women with even large haemoperitoneum safely but the surgical procedure, which prevents further loss quickly should be used (Guideline: 2004). In most centres, this will be by laparotomy. A pregnancy ectopically implanted into the fallopian tube, ovary or other distant sites may also be associated with the accumulation of fluid in the uterine lumen at five weeks gestation. This absence of a chorionic sac however leads to the appearance of only a single ring or pseudo sac in the uterus, in contrast to the double ring of an intrauterine pregnancy. The identification of a cystic mass with complex shadows in the adnexa may give a further clue to the presence of an ectopic pregnancy although it is often impossible to determine the exact site of origin of such a mass on ultrasound. Finally, bleeding associated with ectopic pregnancy may manifest itself as free fluid in the pouch of Douglas (Loughney & Stirges, 2004). Ectopic pregnancy can occur in the absence of either a single uterine ring, an adnexal mass or free peritoneal fluid.

8.3.3 Medical treatment
Medical therapy has an established place in the treatment of ectopic pregnancy and in carefully selected patients; it appears to be effective as surgery (Sowter & Farquhar, 2004). For medical therapy of ectopic pregnancy, systemic methotrexate is usually employed. However, ultrasonographic or laparoscopic guide injection into the gestational sac can lead to resolution in asymptomatic patients. There are numerous reports describing successful treatment of all varieties of ectopic pregnancies using a number of methotrexate (MTX) regimens. It is clear that many women with an ectopic pregnancy are not suitable for medical therapy. Active intra-abdominal haemorrhage is a contraindication. The size of the mass is important. Medical therapy for ectopic pregnancy involves also monitoring the patients’ quantitative beta human chorionic gonadotropin concentrations and this is not available in low resource areas. Single dose methotrexate is associated with a higher risk of rupture than multiple doses (Buster & Barnhart, 2004). Medical management is indicated with no viable intrauterine pregnancy, absence of rupture, adnexal mass of 4 cm or less and beta Human Chorionic Gonadotrophin levels are below 10,000 iu/ml (Buster & Barnhart, 2004). Some of the side effects of methotrexate are abdominal discomfort, chills and fever, dizziness, immunosuppression, leucopenia, malaise, nausea, ulcerative stomatitis, photosensitivity and undue fatigue. Breastfeeding is an absolute contraindication to methotrexate therapy. Relative contraindications to methotrexate therapy are abnormal liver function test, blood dyscrasias, ongoing radiotherapy, excessive alcohol consumption, HIV / AIDS, psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis and significant pulmonary disease. There is no role for medical management in the treatment of ruptured tubal pregnancy or suspected tubal pregnancy when a patient shows signs of hypovolaemic shock (Guideline, 2004).
8.4 Postoperative management
The patient may still require blood transfusion if anaemia is still present. Intravenous fluids are administered until bowel sounds return and the patient is able to take orally. Antibiotics and analgesics are administered. Haematinics is commenced once the patient has commenced oral feeding. The patient is encouraged to ambulate especially if obese. On discharge, the patient is counselled for family planning and follow-up. Follow-up visit is necessary. Broad-spectrum antibiotics are administered.

8.5 Blood transfusion
Blood transfusion involves the infusion of whole blood or blood component from one individual to another. In an emergency with massive blood loss that threatens life, it is permissible to transfuse group O negative packed cells but blood sample must be taken for grouping and crossmatching prior to transfusions (Simmons, 2008). Blood transfusion is associated with significant risk hence it calls for great caution. Transfusion safety lies on the avoidance of transfusion reaction. Blood transfusion services are necessary in the management of ectopic pregnancy because of the intraperitoneal haemorrhage. Some patients may present in haemorrhagic shock. Blood transfusion could be life saving in cases of ruptured ectopic pregnancy. Blood products are scarce resources in developing countries especially in low resource centres although blood transfusion carries its own risks. Transfusion of safe blood when life-threatening conditions cannot be prevented or managed by other means. Blood transfusion is just a part of clinical management. Blood loss can be massive requiring blood transfusion. Autologous blood transfusion is done in most rural centres. Blood from the intraperitoneal haemorrhage is scooped out and filtered through five to eight layers of sterile gauze to remove large blood clots. This filtered blood is introduced into a blood bag, which contains an anticoagulant to prevent clotting of the filtered blood, and transfused to the patient via blood giving set.

8.6 Patients who refuse blood transfusion
Even after extensive counselling regarding the risks and benefits of blood transfusion, some patients still refuse blood transfusion even under life threatening conditions. These are due to religious and traditional beliefs. Written informed consent concerning this issue should be obtained in the presence of a witness because if death of the patient occurs, the patient will no longer be there to attest herself. Initial management with intravenous fluids sufficient to maintain perfusion and haemodynamic stability should be commenced.

9. Discussion
Ectopic pregnancy is a cause of maternal morbidity and mortality and is reduced where there are emergency surgical facilities and blood transfusion services. All the patients in this study had laparatomy as in most studies conducted in Nigeria. This is because laparoscopic services are not available at the centre. Laparatomy for now remains the most common surgical intervention method at our disposal for the management of ectopic pregnancy. This is due in part to non-availability of operating laparoscopes, which have been shown to be very useful (Barnhart et al, 1980). Moreover, significant haemoperitoneum from ruptured tubal pregnancy makes laparoscopic surgery less than ideal. The doctors at the study centre do not have specialist training in obstetrics and gynaecology hence salpingectomy is done in
all patients diagnosed with ectopic pregnancy. Referral of a patient with ectopic pregnancy to a centre with laparoscopic service may lead to death during transportation and transfer because there is continuous intraperitoneal bleeding which can lead to exsanguination. Blood transfusion services are necessary in the management of ectopic pregnancy. Mortality and morbidity are low when diagnosis is made before rupture occurs. The most common cause of these deaths is massive bleeding after rupture of the ectopic pregnancy. Absence of cross-matched blood should not be a deferment to exploratory laparotomy because intraperitoneal haemorrhage is on going. In developed countries, diagnosis is made before rupture occurs however most cases in our environment still present late with severe intraperitoneal haemorrhage (Nwagha et al, 2007).

Early presentation, high index of suspicion and use of modern diagnostic techniques will improve overall clinical outcome in patients. Promotion of family planning, early treatment of pelvic inflammatory disease and good quality obstetric care could be important preventive intervention.

Abdominal pain and tenderness are the most frequent sign and symptom of ectopic pregnancy (Airede & Ekele, 2005). Diagnosis was usually based on clinical findings augmented by procedures such as paracentesis abdominis, abdominal and pelvic examination, and urine pregnancy test. Blood products are not available at the centre hence all the patients received transfusion of whole blood.

10. Case series

10.1 Case 1
A 24-year-old nullipara presented with complaints of abdominal pain and vaginal bleeding of one-week duration. The pain was cramp-like and sharp at the umbilicus. She had amenorrhea for six weeks. Physical examination revealed a young woman in painful distress that was very pale. Pulse rate was 120 beats per minute and blood pressure 90/60 mmhg. The abdomen was distended and tender. It was difficult to palpate abdominal organs because of guarding. Pelvic examination showed an uneffaced cervix, which was firm, tender, and central. Cervical Os was closed. The uterus was empty with free adnexa, full, tender, and cystic pouch of Douglas on pelvic examination. There was cervical excitation tenderness and the examining gloved finger was stained with altered blood. The packed cell volume was 22%. A diagnosis of ruptured ectopic pregnancy was made. Abdominal ultrasound showed a bulky uterus, which was anteverted. The endometrial cavity was empty and intact. There was significant decidual reaction suggestive of ruptured ectopic gestation. The entire pelvic organs was floating on fluid suggestive to be internal haemorrhage. Differential diagnosis of massive peritoneum, ascitis, very bulky uterus with decidual reaction and ruptured ectopic pregnancy was made. At laparotomy, there was seropurulent peritoneal fluid with a gangrenous 80 cm of the terminal ileum, gangrene of 10 cm of the sigmoid colon trapped in a sigmoid volvolus. The gangrenous segment of bowel was excised and resected with an ileo-ileal and colo-colic anastomosis done.

10.2 Case 2
A 30-year-old woman presented with complaints of six hours severe abdominal pain and eight weeks of amenorrhoea. Clinical findings showed tender right iliac fossa and lumbar region. She was in painful distress and pale. Cervical excitation tenderness was tender on
pelvic examination and tenderness of the right adnexa. Abdominal ultrasound suggested right ovarian cyst torsion. Laparotomy findings was a right ruptured ectopic pregnancy.

10.3 Case 3
32-year-old nullipara presented with complaints of bleeding altered blood per vaginum of four weeks duration with associated offensive discharge, abdominal pain of three weeks duration, generalized body weakness, abdominal swelling, two episodes of fainting attacks and vomiting of one-week duration. She never used any form of contraceptives and has had two terminations of pregnancies. On examination, she was pale with an unrecordable blood pressure at presentation. She was resuscitated with intravenous normal saline and the blood pressure became 100/60 mmHg. Abdomen was distended with guarding. The abdominal organs were difficult to palpate due to tenderness with the presence of ascites evidenced by positive shifting dullness, the cervix was firm and uneffaced. Uterus was bulky and the left adnexa were bulky and tender on pelvic examination. The packed cell volume was 10% with a positive pregnancy test. At laparotomy, there was haemoperitoneum of 3L with a right ruptured ampullary gestation with normal right ovary. Right partial salpingectomy was performed.

10.4 Case 4
A 26-year-old nulliparous undergraduate presented with six weeks of amenorrhea, fainting attacks, and severe abdominal pain. On examination, she was in shock with a fast and thready pulse and unrecordable blood pressure. She was resuscitated with 1.5 L of normal saline. Packed cell volume was 20%. Pelvic examination showed a bulky uterus with cervical excitation tenderness and full pouch of Douglas. A diagnosis of ruptured ectopic gestation was made. She was immediately planned for laparotomy. At laparotomy, there was haemoperitoneum of 3L with a ruptured left ovarian ectopic pregnancy. Left partial salpingectomy with left oophrectomy was performed. She received two units of blood intra-operatively and one unit of whole blood postoperatively.

10.5 Case 5
A 35-year-old Para two woman with one previous caesarean section was diagnosed to have slowly leaking ectopic pregnancy. She refused surgical intervention. After surfing the internet, she found out that ectopic pregnancy could be treated medically. Without finding out the criteria for medical therapy of ectopic pregnancy, she was able to obtain methotrexate on her own. One week later, she collapsed while at work and was rushed to a nearby hospital where emergency laparotomy and right salpingectomy for ruptured ectopic pregnancy was performed.

11. Prognosis
Ectopic pregnancy results in significant morbidity for the mother and inevitable loss of the pregnancy. Apart from foetal wastage, maternal morbidity and mortality occurs, ectopic pregnancy is also associated with repeat ectopic gestation and impairment of subsequent fertility (Abdul, 1999). The survival rate of ectopic pregnancy has improved with great improvements in anaesthesia, antibiotics, and blood transfusion. Maternal morbidity and mortality can be reduced with an early diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy. Early diagnosis before tubal rupture is important in reducing mortality as well as preserving the potential
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for future fertility through conservative management (Gazvani, 1996). In many cases, early diagnosis allows a conservative approach resulting in a normal macroscopic appearance and thereby preserving tubal potency and function.

12. Conclusion

Ectopic means out of place. The egg settles in the fallopian tube in more than 95% of cases. This is why it is commonly called tubal pregnancy. The egg can also implant in the ovary, abdomen, or cervix. None of these areas has as much space for nurturing tissue as a uterus for a pregnancy to develop. As the foetus grows, it will eventually burst the organ that containing it causing severe bleeding and endanger the mothers’ life.

Ectopic pregnancy remains the leading cause of maternal morbidity and mortality in the first trimester of pregnancy and is a significant cause of reproductive failure in Nigeria (Igberase et al, 2005). It remains a major public health challenge among women of the reproductive age group in this region. Community based comprehensive health education programme focusing on contraception, sex education, prevention and treatment of post abortal sepsis, pelvic inflammatory disease and puerperal sepsis are urgently needed. It continues to be an important contributor to maternal morbidity and mortality and early wastages in the first trimester of pregnancy in our environment mainly because of the late diagnosis because of seeking for medical help late with attendant risk of tubal rupture and haemorrhage (Igberase, 2005, Kora et al, 1996). A high prevalence of sexually transmitted infections and unsafe abortions results in a high incidence of ectopic pregnancy. Poverty, ignorance, late presentation, non-availability of modern diagnostic tools is the basis of significant improvement in the detection and prompt treatment of ectopic pregnancy in developing nations. Emphasis should be placed on prevention and early detection as to give patients the opportunities for tubal conservative treatment. The incidence of ruptured ectopic pregnancy is decreased in westernised and developed countries because of increased awareness of the disease condition, early referral and better techniques and diagnostic instruments such as quantitative beta human chorionic gonadotrophin and vagina ultrasound probe.

The importance of ectopic pregnancy in our environment is peculiar because rather than join the global trend of early diagnosis and conservative approach in management we are challenged by late presentations with rupture in more than eight percent in most of the cases (Gharoro & Igbeafe, 2002).

Promotion of family planning, early and prompt treatment of pelvic inflammatory disease and good quality obstetric care could be important in preventive intervention measures (Adesiyun & Adze, 2001). The high incidence of ectopic pregnancy may be related to a higher incidences of tubal disease notably salpingitis. Technological advances have led to earlier diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy with a decline in morbidity and mortality in developed countries. Early presentation, high index of suspicion and use of modern diagnostic techniques will improve overall clinical outcome of patients. Considerable progresses have been accompanied in the diagnosis and treatment of ectopic pregnancy (Ayoubi & Fanchin, 2003). The combination of abdominal pain, vaginal bleeding, and shock is the classical presentation of ruptured ectopic pregnancy though the presentation can be varied. Although advances in earlier diagnosis have led to reduced case fatality rates and conservative laparoscopic treatments have enabled improved outcomes (Doyle et al, 1990). Ectopic pregnancy accounts for a sizable proportion of infertility and ectopic reoccurrence (Dolye et al, 1990). Health education of women in the reproductive age on safe sex and
eradication of unsafe abortion and early treatment of pelvic infections and good quality obstetric care will prove useful as preventive measures.

A high index of suspicion and up to date diagnostic methods, proper sex education, prevention of unwanted pregnancy, prevention and proper treatment of sexually transmitted infections will reduce the incidence of ectopic pregnancy. Ectopic pregnancy presents a major health problem for women of childbearing age. It is the result of a flaw in the human reproductive physiology that allows the conceptus to implant and mature outside the endometrial cavity, which ultimately ends in death of the foetus. Without timely diagnosis and treatment, ectopic pregnancy can become a life-threatening situation. In addition to the immediate morbidity caused by ectopic pregnancy, the woman’s future ability to reproduce may be adversely affected as well.

Ectopic pregnancy should be considered a relevant public health indicator in developing countries. An overall picture of the capacity of a health system to deal with the diagnosis and treatment of emergencies especially in the field of obstetrics and gynaecology (Goyaux et al, 2003). Ectopic pregnancy remains a major cause of maternal mortality and morbidity as well as early foetal wastage in Nigeria and other developing countries (Okunlola et al, 2006, Makinde et al, 1990, Baffoe & Nkyekyer, 1991, Abdul, 1999, Elhelw, 2003). A classical ectopic pregnancy does not develop into livebirth. Ectopic pregnancy can be difficult to diagnose because symptoms often mimic those of a normal early pregnancy. The first warning signs of an ectopic pregnancy are often pain or vaginal bleeding. Ectopic pregnancies continue to be a significant cause of maternal morbidity, mortality, and reproductive failure in Nigeria (Faleyimu et al, 2008). Ipsilateral ectopic pregnancy occurs rarely and may be difficult to diagnose in low resource settings where there are no diagnostic tools especially vaginal ultrasound probe. When vaginal ultrasound probe is available, there are no trained medical personnel to operate such sophisticated equipments. There are few reported cases of ectopic pregnancy on a previous ectopic pregnancy stump. Ectopic pregnancy may pose a diagnostic dilemma where facilities are not available. In developed nations, treatment options have shifted from laparotomy to conservative surgical and non-surgical techniques. The availability of high-resolution ultrasonography with vaginal transducers in combination with the discriminatory zone of the beta subunit of human chorionic gonadotrophin has increased early diagnosis of the ectopic pregnancy in centres, which have such facilities (Ory, 1992). As the ability to diagnose ectopic pregnancy improves, physicians will be able to intervene sooner, preventing life threatening sequelae and extensive tubal damage, which could preserve future fertility. Already with improving technology, physicians are treating ectopic pregnancies with minimally invasive surgery or no surgery at all. Physicians have been able to reduce the mortality rate secondary to ectopic pregnancy despite its growing incidence.

Efforts to improve early diagnosis prior to tubal rupture however remain a great challenge in the developing countries and under equipped hospitals. The future fertility outcome is improved if the contra-lateral tube is normal. However, it is subjective to assess the normalcy of the tube by gross assessment since the pathology that usually predisposes to the ectopic pregnancy is intraluminal and may be present in the contra-lateral tube. Nevertheless, the practice of examination and documentation of the status of the contra-lateral tube during laparotomy for ectopic pregnancy is important. Late diagnosis leading to almost all cases of major complications and emergency surgical treatments are key elements accounting for such high fatality rates in women suffering
from ectopic pregnancy in Africa. Transportation to an appropriate health facility can be a cause of late presentation. Ectopic pregnancy should be considered a relevant public health indicator in developing countries providing an overall picture of the capacity of a health system to deal with the diagnosis.
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Ectopic pregnancy is the second major cause of maternal mortality in the United States and a leading cause of maternal morbidity and mortality in the world. This book contains the practical methods to early diagnosis of various forms of ectopic pregnancies and their modern management. Ectopic Pregnancy - Modern Diagnosis and Management is a comprehensive book which guides the reader through all features of ectopic pregnancy, both practical and academic, covering all aspects of diagnosis and management of ectopic pregnancy in a clear, concise, and practical fashion. The book is organized so that it can either be read cover to cover for a comprehensive tutorial or be kept desk side as a reference to the ectopic pregnancies. Each chapter introduces a number of related ectopic pregnancy and its diagnosis, treatment and co-morbidities supported by examples. Included chapters bring together valuable materials in the form of extended clinical knowledge from practice to clinic features.
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